[Gender differences in chronic alcoholism: EEG analysis].
Comparative analysis of spatial organization of cortical biopotentials of men (n = 120) and women (n = 75) suffering from alcoholism and persons without addiction to alcohol (control groups) was carried out. Gender differences in the EEG spatial parameters under study (linear spatial synchronization in the brain cortex, non-linear spatial disorder, EEG coherence, and spectral power) were shown to be markedly less pronounced between the control groups (68 women and 85 men) than between the alcohol addicts. The obtained data allow us to explain the known fact of more serious and "malignant" character of alcoholism in women than in men in terms of neurophysiology. In alcoholics, the synchronization of low-frequency oscillations (delta and theta) was higher, whereas the synchronization of the higher-frequency spectrum part (beta1 and beta2) was lower in women than in men. This fact can be a neurophysiological basis of more progredient inhibitory-degenerative processes in women.